Context Disclosure as a Source of Player Motivation in Human Computation Games

ABSTRACT

*Human computation games* (HCGs) enables players to perform real-world tasks as a by-product of playing them. Since these tasks typically require domain knowledge, game designers map them onto simpler ones that non-experts can tackle. In many HCGs, most details on how the game mechanics abstract the task are left undisclosed, leaving players oblivious to how they are truly contributing. One outstanding question is whether revealing such details can promote player motivation. This paper presents a study carried out on *Amazon’s Mechanical Turk* (AMT) workers using the *MATCHMAKERS* HCG. The study examined the impact of context disclosure at four levels of granularity: from zero context, the task’s significance, the description of the task, to how the task is accomplished through game mechanics. Based on the study’s findings, AMT Workers were most motivated when receiving the task’s description. This work aims to provide insights into how context can be used to better motivate HCG players.
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INTRODUCTION

By empowering non-experts, crowdsourcing systems garner success in accomplishing tasks that are otherwise intractable [11]. However, these systems commonly suffer in their ability to attract and retain high-quality workers [10,13,19]. An approach to motivating workers that has lately gained traction is to turn the tasks into fun and engaging games (coined *human computation games* or HCGs), through a process known as *gamification* [1].

Since these tasks tend to involve domain knowledge, game designers deliberately map them onto tasks that non-experts can tackle (e.g., *Pipe Jam* [8]—software programs are represented by a network of pipes. Players derive a proof of correctness by aligning them). Often designers choose not to disclose details about the task, presumably because it is thought that players participate in HCGs for entertainment [1], and such contextual details would simply be uninteresting to them. Concealing these details, however, leaves players unaware of how they are truly supporting the underlying cause, and may be antithetical to an HCG’s purpose of increasing worker motivation [7].

It has been long upheld that humans are driven by their search for meaning [9]. People dedicate more time, exert more effort, and cede to less compensation in activities that are meaningful to them [16]. For example, in real world settings, prior studies have shown that knowing the underlying context of a task, such as the significance of a task, can motivate people to worker harder and longer [16]. Similar findings have been shown in crowdsourcing systems [4,15] and in HCGs [14].

Far from being the mere pleasure-seekers as previously thought [1], players do seem to care about the greater significance of their gameplay [7]. Given that players find context intrinsically rewarding, what details about the underlying task promotes player motivation? Players may not want all the details, as they can be complicated—
demanding time and effort on the player to understand it, as well as on the game designer to craft together descriptions that are easy to grasp. In Pipe Jam, for example, it is not clear how aligning a network of pipes maps to deriving a proof of correctness [8].

Grounding much of the research on player motivation [3] is self-determination theory (SDT) [18], which contends that human behavior is shaped by a need to experience autonomy, competence, and relatedness in their activities. The degree to which a game can satisfy these needs is thought to govern its success [3]. Based on SDT, we reason that concealing from the player contextual details may undermine their sense of competence, and hence lessen player motivation.

In this work, we conducted a study to address the question of what contextual details of an HCG’s underlying task might promote player motivation—as measured by player performance, attraction and retention. Four levels of granularity were considered: no context, the task’s significance, the description of the task, and how the task is accomplished through game mechanics. The study was carried out on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) using MATCHMAKERS [5]—a web-based HCG for performing n-way matching, chosen because the concept of an n-way matching and its mapping to the game mechanics is particularly complicated. Briefly, n-way matching entails finding an optimal grouping of items from a collection of sets based on a given weight function [5,17]. The game abstracts n-way matching by having players group visually similar characters that encode items to-be-matched (Figure 1) [5].

The study’s results indicate that providing the description of the underlying task motivated players the most, while disclosures of lesser context (i.e., the significance of the task) and more context (i.e., how the task is accomplished through game mechanics) did not seem to serve any greater motivational function. The takeaway from this is that there is middle ground between what to hide and what to reveal: while players appreciate having context for their activities, this comes second fiddle to their main motive of being entertained, rather than to be bombarded with context.
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**Figure 2.** The study’s four experimental conditions.
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**Figure 3.** The text component of each experimental condition.

In sum, this work contributes to research on designing successful HCGs by providing insights into how context can be used to better engage players.

**STUDY DESIGN**

To address our research question, this study modulated the level of context that players received in MATCHMAKERS.

**Experimental Conditions**

The study considered the four experimental conditions below (Error! Reference source not found.):

- **Control.** No context provided.
- **Task significance.** The significance of the task is revealed, i.e., to contribute to science.
- **Task description.** A description of the task is provided.
- **Task-to-game mapping.** How the n-way matching task maps onto the game mechanics is revealed.

We presented the descriptions on the landing page of the game website as it is a natural place to provide introductory information. The descriptions were text-based (Figure 3) apart from the task description and task-to-game mapping conditions, both of which included a figure as the text on its own might be difficult to grasp. For consistency, all conditions were worded and presented identically; descriptions with more context simply appended additional text and figures onto those with less context (Figure 3). The descriptions underwent a pilot study and several revisions with a technical writer who had three years of experience, to help ensure that they were concise and articulate.

**Participants**

396 players were recruited on AMT. Of the 188 participants who self-reported their demographic information: 99 were female. The mean age was 35.3 (SD=17.5). Players also reported the amount of time they spent playing digital games on a weekly basis (0-1 hours: 40, 1-2 hours: 42, 3-6 hours: 37, 7-10 hours: 31, 11-20 hours: 13, 21-40 hours: 12, 40+ hours: 13).
As the context given in the study’s promotional materials can influence player motivation and interfere with the context that is disclosed in the game, it was crucial for promotional materials to be non-specific. If deployed elsewhere, such as on social media, a vague recruitment post might be treated as spam and fail to elicit enough participants (this was the case in our pilot study when it was launched on Facebook with the following post: “Play MATCHMAKERS: [link to game]!”). In contrast, recruitment posts on AMT can be non-specific since there is no expectation for Human Intelligence Task (HIT) requesters to provide context. To recruit players, we simply informed AMT workers that the HIT involved playing a game.

To lessen the impact of monetary incentives, we employed a payment mechanism commonly used by other studies on worker motivation [2,12]. AMT workers were given a base pay of $0.45 for completing one round of the game and answering a post-study questionnaire, and a bonus of $0.01 for each subsequent round. By keeping the bonus marginally low and fixed, motivation to continue playing is unlikely to be a result of monetary incentives.

**Procedure**

Players were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions upon entering the game’s landing page. We ensured that there were roughly an equal number of participants in each condition.

On the landing page, participants could choose to leave by exiting the website, or to play the game by clicking the “Play now!” button placed at the lower right corner of page. After pressing “Play now!”, participants were presented with their first round of the game and a tutorial explaining the game’s rules and objectives. After completing the tutorial, participants began playing the game (Figure 1). In each round of the game, players were to form a group of characters that would beat a specified target score, by matching characters that were visually similar. Upon beating the target score, a popup menu appeared providing players with a choice to quit or play another round of the game, either by continuing to improve the score of their current group of characters or to start afresh. If participants chose to quit the game, they were thanked for their participation and asked to fill out a post-study questionnaire which collected demographic information and an open-ended response about each player’s motivation for playing the game.

**Measures**

Player motivation was evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively. For each player, the quantitative measures considered the following:

- **Number of rounds.** The number of rounds completed.
- **Number of recompleted rounds.** The number of times that the player attempted to improve their score on a round that they’ve that already completed, rather than starting afresh or quitting. This indicated whether players cared about improving their score on an existing round.
- **Total time.** The total time spent playing the game.
- **Mean time per round.** Mean time spent in each round.
- **Induced to play.** Whether at least one round was attempted.
- **Induced to stay.** Whether more than one round was attempted; that is, the player stayed beyond the minimum number of rounds required to complete the HIT.

To qualitatively assess player motivation, the post-study questionnaire that asked each player to give their reason for playing the game.

**Analysis**

Our analysis only included players who attempted at least one round of the game, apart from the induced to play measure.

Since the data was non-parametric, Kruskal-Wallis tests were run on all numerical measures to examine differences among conditions (number of rounds, total time, number of recompleted rounds, mean time per round) and Chi-squared tests were run on all Boolean measures (induced to play, induced to stay). Where appropriate, all numerical measures were assessed using Bonferroni-corrected Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests for post-hoc testing, and all Boolean measures used Bonferroni-corrected pairwise chi-square tests.

Moreover, the open-ended response as to why each player played the game was parsed automatically for keywords based on common themes that emerged.

**Results**

A total of 395 players visited the game’s website over the course of the study. Of those 395 players, 16 players were removed from the analysis—fifteen due to inadvertently erasing a portion of the data records and one player whom we suspected was non-human because that player had visited the game’s instruction page an abnormally large number of times (>100). In total, 379 players were analyzed. 95 players were placed in the control, task description, and task-to-

Figure 4. Mean and standard deviation graphs for each quantitative measure (C: control, TS: task significance, TD: task description, TM: task-to-game mapping).
On the surface, this seemingly contradicts previous findings that people derive pleasure from knowing the context of their activities. However, as the players of our study have reported, players chiefly play HCGs for entertainment (and monetary rewards, with respect to AMT), and are not inclined to grasp complicated concepts that are not directly pertinent to the gameplay.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

Some discretionary caution should be taken when interpreting these results. One shortcoming is that the study evaluated the impact of context on a single game. Given that all games are nuanced in ways that may motivate players differently (e.g., the entertainment factor, task significance, reward mechanisms, challenge, etc.), it is uncertain whether these results will still hold in other games. Moreover, our study framed context in a single dimension. Alternative presentation styles (e.g., a video clip) and approaches to framing context may influence players differently. Future work should examine how such factors might interplay with context disclosure.

Our final point on limitations is that the study was conducted only on AMT workers, who were all compensated for playing. Although our payment scheme was designed to lessen the impact of monetary rewards [2,12], whether these findings still pertain to other populations, such as unpaid players, remains to be explored. A practical issue in designing such a study how to recruit voluntary players while providing minimal context, since the framing of the promotional materials can potentially influence players and interfere with the context given in the game.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper examined how varying the level of context disclosed, from zero context to the task-to-game mapping, would influence player motivation. Given that designing successful HCGs is presently a challenging endeavor, a question of critical importance is how one can better engage players [6,20].

The insights here suggest that while players do appreciate receiving context for their gameplay, more context does not equate to being better. Rather, there is a happy medium between what to reveal and hide: too few details might lack sufficient context, and too many might overwhelm. Ultimately, the context provided by games should aim to be sweet and simple wherever possible, while still delivering enough detail to fulfill the human’s search for meaning.

Finally, these findings are only representative of AMT workers. Whether they are still valid for other populations, such as unpaid players, remains to be explored.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Omnibus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of rounds</td>
<td>$H(3) = 10.06, p &lt; .05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of recompleted rounds</td>
<td>$H(3) = 9.82, p &lt; .05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>$H(3) = 13.35, p &lt; .005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean time per round</td>
<td>$H(3) = 9.82, p &lt; .05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced to play</td>
<td>$\chi^2 = 3.65, n.s.$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced to stay</td>
<td>$\chi^2 = 2.95, n.s.$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results of the quantitative measures.

*game mapping* conditions, whereas 94 players were placed in the *task significance* condition.

**Quantitative Results**

Mean and standard deviation plots for each measure are presented in Figure 4 and a summary of the test results are presented in Table 1.

We observed a significant main effect for *number of rounds*, *number of recompleted rounds*, *total time*, and *mean time per round*. All significant differences were between the *control* and *task description* condition, with players in the *task description* condition outperforming those in the *control* condition. There were no significant effects found for the *induced to play* or *induced to stay* measures.

For *number of rounds*, players in the *task description* condition, on average, completed about four times more rounds of the game than those in the *control* condition ($p < .01$). The *number of recompleted rounds* for players in the *task description* was also significantly higher than those in the *control* condition ($p < .05$). Furthermore, these players also spent an average of four times longer playing the game than those in the *control* condition, based on *total time* ($p < .005$). For *mean time per round*, those in the *task description* condition spent longer within each round of the game, compared to those in the *control* condition ($p < .05$).

**Qualitative Results**

Of the 188 players who reported on why they played the game—via an open-ended question—most responses were themed around entertainment purposes (103/229, 45%), curiosity about the game (55/229, 24%), and monetary incentives (49/229, 21%). None of the respondents mentioned supporting the game’s cause as a reason for playing. (Note that the total counts for the emergent themes are higher than the number of respondents since some players specified multiple reasons for playing).

**DISCUSSION**

Based on the findings, players were most motivated when they received the description of the task. That is, the *task description* condition was the only condition whose players significantly outperformed those in the *control* condition. We reason that this might be because the *task significance* condition was too vague to provide sufficient context regarding the cause that players were supporting, whereas the *task-to-mapping* condition contained so much detail that it might have been overwhelming. The *task description* condition likely served as a middle ground that resulted in the best player motivation.


